Who is the Blockchain Employee? Exploring Skills in Demand using Observations from the Australian Labour Market and Behavioural Institutional Cryptoeconomics
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Abstract
LinkedIn recently predicted that blockchain skills will be the most in-demand skill in 2020, and in 2018 blockchain led the list of the fastest growing skills in demand according to Upwork. But what exactly constitutes the skill set of a blockchain employee? We use Australian labour market data to explore what skills are in demand among the blockchain workforce. We also take a deeper dive and explore what educational qualifications and experiences are required of blockchain employees, and how blockchain-related jobs perform on salary scales. We discover that alongside ‘hard’ software engineering skills such as programming languages or computer science, blockchain-related jobs require candidates to have ‘soft’ skills such as creativity, communication and leadership. To explain this, we use institutional cryptoeconomics, applied game theory and applied behavioural science to suggest that the demand for skills may be understood as a function of challenges to blockchain adoption. We suggest that for blockchain to enter a mass adoption phase, the industry will need employees with an integrated skill set of both hard software engineering skills and soft behavioural or enterprise skills. Furthermore, blockchain leaders, community leaders and end users will need to gain ‘blockchain literacy’ to overcome the challenge of coordinating expectations by developers and users, who will create network externalities and facilitate rapid, coordinated adoption. We contribute to the evidence-based blockchain literature by using Australian labour market data to derive insight into the challenges posed to the adoption of blockchain as (and if) it climbs out of the current ‘trough of disillusionment’.
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1. Introduction

Blockchain1 can potentially transform the Australian and global economy by offering greater data transparency, improved traceability, enhanced security and reduced costs across a variety of industries [2-4]. Blockchain allows users to transfer value efficiently in the absence of trusted intermediaries, and it has the potential to form a basis for an ‘Internet of Value’ by overcoming issues of trust in an online environment [5]. It has the potential to serve as a new type of inter-institutional infrastructure transforming the roles of traditional institutions including governments, firms, clubs, commons and indeed markets themselves [6]. Whether these changes can be realised is a question predicated on the level of adoption of blockchain as a technology for economic interaction [7].

This article investigates which skills are in demand for blockchain employees as the technology progresses beyond the initial hype that typically follows the introduction of a new technology, through the notorious ‘trough of disillusionment’ and finally into a ‘plateau of productivity’—where most of the substantial economic gains can be produced [8]. To do this, we explore two data sets from the Australian labour market in 2015–2019. We then seek a theoretical explanation for our observations. This approach can be seen as phenomenological [9], and we indeed want the readers to experience and explore the data and hence observe phenomena before we position the theory to explain them. We provide the theoretical explanation by drawing on institutional cryptoeconomics, applied game theory and applied behavioural science to explain our observations as a function of the challenges to blockchain adoption. We also discuss the future challenges that Australia might face in meeting the fast-growing

1 According to the Crypto Encyclopedia, a blockchain is ‘a publicly accessible distributed ledger that was initially designed and implemented to enable Bitcoin transactions. It is a piece of information technology infrastructure that serves as a database which is used to keep a continuously growing list of records, so called blocks’ [1].
demand for blockchain employees seeking to solve the broader problem of securing blockchain adoption.

We first consider the emergence of blockchain jobs globally and in Australia in line with the ‘hype cycle’. We then explore data sets on blockchain-related job ads and required skills. Next, we explain our observations drawing on the perspective of behavioural institutional cryptoeconomics. Finally, we discuss the broader significance of our results.

2. Blockchain hype and skills demand: a historical review

There is no industry in the world today that has not investigated the opportunities of blockchain. In just a decade the technology has facilitated the creation of new products and services in Australia and internationally. Between 2014 and 2018, worldwide venture capital funding of blockchain grew by a factor of 11 to US$5.6 billion [10]. Australia is one of the nations at the forefront of blockchain innovation with world-leading public and private sector projects such as the Australian Securities Exchange’s CHESS replacement [11], Commonwealth Bank’s Bond-i [12], IP Australia’s IP Rights Exchange and Smart Trade Mark [13, 14] and Power Ledger’s energy trading platform [15]. Australia also leads the secretariat to the technical committee developing international blockchain standards [16, 17].

Along with the emergence of blockchain technology, the demand for blockchain-related skills has been growing. The Bitcoin hype of 2017 sparked a boom in demand for blockchain-related skills, resulting in a competitive global hunt for blockchain employees [18].

For two quarters in a row (Q1–2 2018) blockchain led the list of the fastest growing skills in demand on the freelancing platform Upwork [19]. Blockchain first drew attention on the Upwork skills index in Q3 2017 as the second fastest growing skill followed by Bitcoin as the third. In Q4 2017, Bitcoin took the lead as the top skill [19] before losing its place to blockchain for Q1 and Q2 of 2018. Since then both Bitcoin and blockchain have slipped off the Upwork skills index list.

Similarly, job analytics firm Burning Glass Technologies (BGT) revealed a steady increase in the number of blockchain job postings between 2010 and 2014 in the United States of America (USA). The figure thereafter drastically increased, from 500 jobs in 2014 to almost 1,500 in 2015, before later spiking to 3,958 in 2017 [20].

In line with global trends, labour demand in Australia also experienced fast growth in blockchain-related jobs since 2014/2015 (see Figure 1). The number of job ads in 2015/2016 was 19 and grew almost by 215% in 2017/2018 to 408. The Australian market, being smaller and less developed than that of the USA, saw explosive growth two years later than the USA did and the number of blockchain job ads in the USA was almost 10 times higher than those in Australia (see Figure 1).

The end of 2017 marked the peak of global hype and inflated expectations for blockchain technology. The following year saw a deepening disillusionment heading into the infamous ‘cryptowinter’ (see Figure 2). In this period, blockchain began to be thought of as the most over-hyped technology since the beginning of the century. Voices questioning the applicability of blockchain, its maturity and effectiveness became increasingly prominent among business and government experts [21]. Media messages moved from ‘blockchain can solve any problem’ and ‘all industries have use cases for blockchain’ [22, 23] in 2017 to more sober accounts of non-blockchain use cases [21, 24] with an occasional smattering of ‘there are no good uses for blockchain’ [25]. Additionally, a global survey of public and private sector leaders showed that early investments in blockchain did not realise their anticipated returns [26]. On average, the respondents expected a 24% return but only realised 10%.

![Figure 1. Blockchain-related online ads in Australia, 2014/15–2017/18. Source: BGT [20]](image1)

![Figure 2. Approximate positions for blockchain technology along the Gartner Hype Cycle for emerging technologies, 2016–2019.](image2)
In Australia, crypto hype grew from 2015 until it peaked in 2018, as reflected in our observation of job ads posted monthly on the Adzuna Australia labour market platform (see Figure 3). Since then the demand for blockchain employees in Australia has decreased but remains relatively high. Globally, in January 2020 LinkedIn predicted blockchain will be the most in-demand hard skill in 2020 on the platform [28]. This may signal a recovery of blockchain-related project investment and that the sector in general might be plateauing in the trough of disillusionment, and potentially recovering from it.

This is interesting in and of itself. But job openings contain more information that allows us to ask the still more interesting question: what does it mean to be a blockchain employee? We will now use the Australian labour market data to consider which skills are required for blockchain employees. We will explore blockchain-related job ads in two data sets on the Australian labour market (BGT’s Labor Insight™ data set [7] and the Data61 Australian Skills Dashboard [27]). This article extends on previous research by Data61 [7].

3. Data exploration

**Burning Glass Technologies data set**

One data set was sourced from job analytics firm BGT [29]. BGT data have been used by government and private organisations in Australia and internationally to investigate skills transformation [30], job transitions [31, 32], supply and demand [33, 34], education and credentials [35] among other topics. BGT’s Labor Insight™ data set includes job vacancy data from company websites, online job boards and other online resources available for web crawling. As of August 2018, BGT covered over 44,000 web page sources across Australia, New Zealand, the United Kingdom, USA, Singapore and Canada. Once the data are collected, BGT applies natural language processing to remove duplicate job ads and classify job skills. BGT acknowledges their data may include duplicate or miscoded job ads. See [36] for a detailed method and skills taxonomy.

We filtered the Labor Insight™ data by searching for ads that included ‘blockchain’ as a keyword. The final data set included 497 job ads posted between July 2014 and June 2018.

**Data61 Australian Skills Dashboard data set**

The Data61 Australian Skills Dashboard data set provides a snapshot of the labour market [27]. This dashboard analyses job ad data provided by the labour market platform Adzuna Australia. The data set includes job ads listed directly on the Adzuna Australia platform, ads listed in Australia’s major newspapers and ads ‘scraped’ from other available online resources. Scraped ads must pass a screening process before entering the Adzuna platform, to minimise the number of expired, duplicate or incomplete job ads. The Data61 Australian Skills Dashboard data set is further cleansed through natural language processing and human coding to remove any remaining job ads that are duplicate or are from unreliable sources [37, 38]. Skills required by job ads are categorised using the European Skills, Competences, Qualifications and Occupations skills taxonomy. The dashboard represents the Australian labour market in terms of occupational categories and geographic locations at the state and capital city level [38]. However, job ads in the state of Western Australia as well as ‘blue collar’ jobs may be underrepresented [38].

For the purposes of this article, the Adzuna data set was filtered with ‘blockchain’ as a keyword. The search returned 1,863 job ads posted between September 2015 and May 2019. We also qualitatively classified the job ad skills into ‘soft’ skills and ‘hard’ skills to determine the demanded skills mix in advertised positions.

**Observations from the Australian labour market for blockchain employees**

**Skills demand**

Examination of the Data61 Australian Skills Dashboard data set demonstrates that employers are looking for a combination of soft and hard skills in the blockchain workforce. The hard skills frequently mentioned in the blockchain-related job ads include computer technologies and more specifically knowledge of JavaScript and Internet of Things. Around half of the skills most frequently mentioned in the job ads, alongside blockchain, are soft skills including creative thinking, customer service, communication, as well as project management and leadership (see Figure 4). Moreover, 84.3%
of the job ads required a mix of both soft and hard skills (see Figure 5).

For a more detailed exploration of the required hard and soft skills, we looked at BGT job ads posted in 2017–2018. The data reveal the top technical skills desired from prospective blockchain employees (see Figure 6). The listed skills require a background in programming and/or mathematics.

Figure 4. Top skills mentioned in Australian blockchain-related job ads between September 2015 and May 2019.
Source: Data61 Australian Skills Dashboard [27]

Figure 5. Soft and hard skills mix of Australian blockchain-related job ads between September 2015 and May 2019.
Source: Data61 Australian Skills Dashboard [27]
Note: 1.4% of the total job ads listed no skills and were excluded from this graph.

Figure 6. Top hard skills required in Australian blockchain-related job ads between August 2017 and August 2018.
Source: BGT data [7]

Figure 7. Top soft skills required in Australian blockchain-related job ads between August 2017 and August 2018.
Source: BGT data [7]
The BGT data also show that there is demand for soft skills among blockchain employees (see Figure 7).

**Experience required**

In the BGT data, 161 job ads mentioned required experience (see Figure 10), with over half of the jobs requiring between three to five years of experience.

![Experience required diagram](image)

**Figure 8.** Level of experience required in Australian blockchain-related job ads between August 2017 and August 2018. Source: BGT data [7] Note: 68% of records have been excluded because they did not mention required experience. Therefore, this chart may not be representative of the full sample.

In the BGT data set, 107 blockchain-related job postings referenced a preferred field of study. The top majors that blockchain job ads required are listed in Figure 9.

![Top degrees required diagram](image)

**Figure 9.** Top degrees required in Australian blockchain-related job ads between August 2017 and August 2018. Source: BGT data [7] Note: 77% of records have been excluded because they did not include a major. Therefore, this chart may not be representative of the full sample.

**Required educational qualifications**

The observed demand for skills was reflected in the desired level of educational qualifications for blockchain employees (see Figure 8). Over 9 in 10 blockchain jobs required either a bachelor’s degree or an even higher level of education according to the BGT data.

![Qualifications required diagram](image)

**Figure 10.** Qualifications required in Australian blockchain-related job ads between August 2017 and August 2018. Source: BGT data [7]

**Salary distribution of jobs**

Almost 60% of the jobs offered to pay blockchain employees above AU$100,000 per year (see Figure 11). This is a higher wage level than most Professional job offers. Only around 45% of Professional jobs offered the same salary bracket. However, the data showed no difference in wage level between blockchain employees and Data Scientists and Software Engineers who have a relatively similar skill set to blockchain developers.

![Salary distribution diagram](image)

**Figure 11.** Salary distribution of jobs in blockchain and other Professional jobs between August 2017 and August 2018 (in Australian dollars).
Institutions and/or geographies synchronise the data through a network spanning multiple sites, that record and store data, and consensually share and govern data. The characteristic of blockchain is not that it is a distributed ledger externalities. In Institutional cryptoeconomics, their early years—applied game theory as it characterised institutional cryptoeconomics—will be understood. The key challenge to blockchain adoption is building capacity for adoption and then coordinating expectations across that population to facilitate rapid, coordinated adoption. It is the solution to this challenge—a similar challenge to that faced by Facebook, Uber, Airbnb, Amazon, PayPal and YouTube in their early years—that reveals to us what the Australian labour market for blockchain employees may be responding to.

Institutional cryptoeconomics: platforms and network externalities

Institutional cryptoeconomics identifies that the defining characteristic of blockchain is not that it is a distributed ledger technology (DLT)² per se, but rather that it is an institutional technology [6, 39]. It introduces a sixth archetype to the traditional five: markets, firms, governments, commons and clubs [40-43]. Such technologies require different kinds of governance, delimiting and enforcing the bounds of acceptable behaviour in society. The contention of institutional cryptoeconomics is that blockchain presents a sixth institutional technology because it is differentiated by the nature of its emergence and operation [6, 44]. Blockchain protocols (such as Bitcoin, Ethereum and Monero) delimit a range of interactions on internet platforms that can be considered legitimate and integrated by a consensus algorithm into a record held by a network. The writing and actioning of blockchain protocols to support institutional governance of internet platforms, therefore almost by definition, emerges from a decentralised network and is actioned by that network. It does not require legitimisation by government or some other centralised enforcement authority. It can be entirely supported by private entities. Blockchain is thus an institutional technology that allows for privatised emergent governance of internet-based platforms.

The defining problem in blockchain adoption, that makes it different from industrial technology adoption, is that, as a technology that enables institutional governance of internet platforms, it must, as with any platform technology, harness network externalities to achieve rapid, coordinated adoption [45-47]. This is not necessarily the case with industrial technologies [48-52]. But because platform technologies exist to enable and support interactions that would not otherwise be possible, they derive their value from the interactions that are possible within them. Therefore, the value of adopting a platform for interacting with others by any one individual or organisation is contingent upon its adoption by other individuals and organisations they might like to interact with. In economic theory we call this a network externality [53-56]—the collective adoption of a particular technology affects the value an individual could realise from it.

Applied game theory, network externalities and Schelling-point coordination

Applied game theory allows us to identify why blockchain adoption needs to be rapid and coordinated. Achieving adoption of a platform governed by institutional technology is a special case of Schelling-point coordination [57]. Originally, Schelling-point coordination illustrated why the problem of disarmament is difficult to solve, because unilateral disarmament could be disastrous, and so all nuclear powers must simultaneously disarm (and maintain their disarmament). To obtain such an equilibrium, the various nuclear powers must therefore believe that all other nuclear powers will disarm simultaneously with them. Thus Schelling-point coordination becomes a problem of coordinating expectations between various nuclear powers to ensure simultaneous disarmament.

A similar problem is created by network externalities in the context of platform technology adoption and therefore the adoption of blockchains. The value of adopting a given internet-based platform for interaction subject to blockchain-based institutional governance is completely contingent on its adoption by others. Obtaining an equilibrium where a given platform and its blockchain are adopted therefore requires that

---

² Distributed ledger technologies (DLTs) are digital infrastructure that record and store data, and consensually share and synchronise the data through a network spanning multiple sites, institutions and/or geographies [1]. ibid.
there be a belief across the population that the population at large will adopt it. Hence, the adoption of blockchain as an institutional technology for platform governance depends on the coordination of expectations across the population of potential users that sufficiently many others in the population will adopt the platform and its blockchain. Lest those expectations be ‘dashed’ and the adoption ‘fizzle’, that coordination of expectations must support rapid, coordinated adoption of the internet-based platform for interaction subject to blockchain-based institutional governance under consideration.

**Applied behavioural science and restraining forces in blockchain adoption**

The problem of coordinating expectations is fundamentally predicated on human behaviour in a systemic context. Blockchain will not be adopted unless there is rapid, coordinated adoption at the systemic level.

Arguably the simplest formulation of psychological theory that is directly applicable to understanding the solution to this problem is that provided by Kurt Lewin [58]. Lewin sees behaviour as an equilibrium between driving and restraining forces that emerge from the interaction between motivation [59], cognition [60] and environment [61]. The challenge, Lewin suggests, when we approach problems of behaviour change, such as securing adoption of blockchain, is not to increase the driving forces towards that behaviour. The challenge is to reduce the restraining forces emerging from the interaction between motivation, cognition and environment that urge the individual away from that behaviour.

For restraining forces in blockchain adoption, there are two broad categories. For an individual or an organisation to adopt a platform subject to blockchain governance, they must be (1) *able* to adopt the platform as a system for interaction with others and (2) *willing* to adopt the platform (see Figure 12).

![Figure 12. Overcoming restraining forces in blockchain adoption.](image)

In terms of the *ability* to adopt a platform subject to blockchain governance, the first restraining force is the actual creation and functionality of the code itself.

Building the initial system can be difficult since it often requires collaboration from various users across networks, business units, jurisdictions and systems. The networked nature of blockchain also means that it will, typically, exist within a ‘winner takes all’ system—with dominance in systems and protocols often being gained by those able to grow rapidly in the initial phases and obtain first mover advantage [62]. The ‘winner takes all’ dynamic makes the collaboration delicate and challenging. As such, gaining collaboration to build the initial system often requires strong skills in strategic management. Delivering requires good communication to the technical team, so the system meets the requirements of the collaborators.

In the event they can achieve this, the technical team is likely to successfully build a system with basic functionality. But when human beings are involved, cognitively limited organisms, usability goes to a far deeper level than engineering alone. To maximise the likelihood of a blockchain platform’s adoption, the platform itself must be designed to be user friendly enough so that *any* technical functioning of the platform is essentially invisible to the user experience. The more complex the platform is in terms of user experience, the greater the restraining forces against adoption, because the requisite cognitive capabilities to use the platform cannot be developed. World-class user experience design is necessary for developing capacity for blockchain adoption among a population of potential adopters.
Continuing this, one step removed again from engineering concerns, the *usability* of a platform subject to blockchain governance depends on the complexity of the institutional arrangements to which it is subject. The more complex the institutional arrangements that govern the platform both internally (‘on-chain’) and externally (‘off-chain’), especially due to external regulatory structures and again *uncertain* regulatory structures, the greater the restraining forces against adoption. Cognitive capabilities are necessary not only for the simple ability to use the platform on a functional level, but also for the ability to use it within the bounds of acceptability delimited by institutional governance. How many laws does one break simply because they are too complex for one unindoctrinated in the law to understand? Good institutional design and negotiation with external parties is needed to ensure the blockchain governance structure is usable enough for all potential adopters.

Now as to the *willingness* to adopt a platform subject to blockchain governance, this depends on the extent to which the cognitive dissonance [63] created by ideas about breaking with traditional platforms for interaction and embracing platforms subject to blockchain governance can be overcome. This cognitive dissonance presents a significant restraining force urging against adoption of blockchain technology, as it does with *any* new technology. But in the case of blockchain-based institutional technologies, the existence of network externalities and the pre-existence of established platforms (such as Amazon, Uber and YouTube) is particularly acute.

This restraining force is something that must be overcome by world-class strategic management and marketing of the design of a platform subject to blockchain governance. This strategic management and marketing must integrate design across all aspects of the platform from the functionality of the code itself to the user interface laid over it, and also integrate this design with strategic marketing that builds sufficient expectations (that will be validated) about the value of adopting the platform and its governance structure. Critically for the validation of these expectations, the strategic management and marketing of the design must be oriented to facilitating rapid, coordinated adoption *en masse*.

Unless this strategic management and marketing of design is strong, it will fail to build and/or validate expectations that reduce the restraining force of cognitive dissonance about the value of adopting a new blockchain-based platform. If that is the case, we will fail to see harnessing of network externalities to leverage rapid, coordinated adoption of the platform subject to blockchain governance, and thus we will fail to see adoption at all. Hence astute strategic thinking in management and marketing of the platform and blockchain design is critical for blockchain adoption.

We are now in a position to understand what we might be observing in the Australian labour market data as reflecting the market’s response to this problem. We saw that as a technology for institutional governance of internet-based platforms, the adoption of blockchain technology is subject to network externalities that must be harnessed and overcome by Schelling-point coordination. We saw how the achievement of this Schelling-point coordination required the overcoming of restraining forces against the adoption of blockchain technology by world-class user experience design, institutional design and astute strategic thinking in the management, marketing and design of platforms subject to blockchain-based governance.

To reduce restraining forces in blockchain adoption, it is therefore necessary to *integrate* software engineering with insights from user experience, negotiation, lawmaking, political theory, strategy, management, marketing and design. While different employees in a development team may differ in their skills and strengths, it will be necessary for *at least one* to have an integrated skill set across all of them to facilitate their integration across the whole team. At least one employee, in other words, will need to ‘speak the language’ of hard and soft skills to facilitate their integration, and this will necessarily require them to have some proficiency in both. Only if this integration of soft skills and hard skills occurs will we observe the development of capacity and the coordination of expectations necessary to support rapid, coordinated adoption of blockchain as an institutional technology for internet-based platforms.

5. Discussion

Our exploration of Australian labour market data would appear to provide hope for blockchain enthusiasts if the observations are a function of the market responding to the core problem in blockchain adoption. If we were going to observe the adoption of blockchain as an institutional technology for internet platform governance, we ought to be observing the emergence of demand for employees who are skilled in communication strategy, management, marketing and user experience *as well as* those who are skilled in software engineering. Indeed, we ought to be observing a demand for employees who can integrate soft skills with hard skills. Our observations from the Australian job ad data provide some evidence that this may be occurring, revealing a demand for hard skills, soft skills and integrated skill sets from blockchain employees.

These results accord with the general findings of empirical studies in labour economics as they track the emergence of the digital economy. As digital technologies advance and more jobs are expected to be replaced or disrupted by automation, we are observing growing demand for technical skills and programming universally across the economy. However, the demand for soft skills is also growing, and in many cases outstripping the demand for technical skills [64]. Based on the data insights and theoretical frame of behavioural institutional cryptoeconomics, we suggest we are observing at least in Australia a labour market...
response to the challenge of securing blockchain adoption. This might suggest that the technology is poised to emerge from the trough of disillusionment as a new generation of blockchain employees enter the sector. These employees may develop a stronger integration between software design through the application of hard technical skills, and securing the platform’s adoption through the application of soft skills. This may promote rapid, coordinated adoption of blockchain by the overcoming of restraining forces contributed to by network externalities and usability, and cause the technology to become more integrated into the technological base of the economy at its core, rather than as a peripheral technology. Our data insights and theoretical frame also suggests that blockchain adoption may require blockchain employees who can help build the combination of technology and complementary skills required for different groups from blockchain users to blockchain developers. A simple model of this integrated skills hierarchy that we suggest needs to be built and perhaps is being built as presented in Figure 13. Blockchain leaders will need to understand the opportunities and limitations of the technology to strategically develop, market and manage blockchains as a software as well as develop a population that can co-develop and use it.

Blockchain developers and adopters will play an essential role in further development and implementation of the new technology across the economy and will rely on blockchain knowledge and industry expertise, contributing to the building capability for adoption. Blockchain leaders, community leaders and end users would benefit from ‘blockchain literacy’ or a broader understanding of how the technology works. While the usability of the system should make its technical functioning invisible, the end users will need to understand blockchain’s value proposition and key differences to existing systems to build expectations of coordinated adoption. Complementary soft skills will be crucial for adopting companies and industries to fit the new approaches with existing legacy systems and to ensure the technology fit for jobs, teams and industry-specific requirements.

One pressing issue for the development and uptake of blockchain technology is the supply of a qualified workforce to meet the growing demand for blockchain development. Australia might produce fewer potential blockchain employees than other countries as Australia has fewer Information and Computer Technology (ICT) graduates than countries such as Singapore, Finland and New Zealand. In these countries, more than 6% of all students graduate with ICT qualifications compared to only 3.5% in Australia [65]. The continuing expansion of blockchain outside the ICT industry, we suggest, will open large markets for educational providers in Australia and internationally. The growing demand for quality blockchain education therefore forms a market niche for accredited Australian educational providers.

**Limitations and further research directions**

This article explicitly focuses on blockchain as the most popular DLT. There are two reasons for this narrow focus: (1) compared to blockchain, DLT as a term (and key word) is rarely present in
the online job ad data that we used, and (2) DLTs are not tracked by the Gartner Hype Cycle. Although we suspect that our theoretical frame can be applied more broadly to DLTs, our article has not specifically investigated DLTs.

Given that blockchain technology is new and it is still early in the hype cycle, there is a lack of high-quality data to deeply understand the challenges to blockchain development and adoption. This makes it difficult to perform much more than the descriptive analyses conducted in this study.

Another limitation of the current study lays in the nature of job ad data and skills classifications. Job ads represent what skills employers demand from employees, but does not necessarily reflect the skills of those who are interviewed or hired, neither do they directly reflect the roles, tasks and responsibilities of those hired.

Lastly, in our approach, we used theories to explain what we observed in the data. The next logical step would be to validate our explanations should additional or more detailed data become available. Future research could therefore target collection of higher-quality and larger data sets and conduct inferential statistical analysis. It would also be interesting to perform a comparative analysis across international blockchain job ad data sets, especially for regions with larger labour markets such as the USA.

Another direction for future research would be a study of labour market dynamics as well as constitution and transformations of skill sets for blockchain (and broader DLTs) in comparison with other emerging technologies such as artificial intelligence or quantum computing.

6. Conclusion

This article contributed to the evidence-based blockchain literature by examining the in-demand blockchain workforce as (and if) the technology moves through the trough of disillusionment into a plateau of productivity. The exploration of Australian labour market data showed that the in-demand blockchain workforce is well compensated, experienced and highly educated, with a mix of hard software engineering skills as well as soft enterprise and personal skills. To explain the skills demand, we used behavioural institutional cryptoeconomics which theorises that coordinating expectations of blockchain adoption among developers and users is necessary to create network externalities to facilitate rapid, coordinated adoption. We explained that a mix of soft and hard skills are necessary to overcome the challenge of coordinating expectations. More specifically, we argued that hard software engineering skills, together with world-class user experience design and institutional design, are needed to create a functioning blockchain system that can be adopted by end users. Furthermore, strategic management and marketing are needed to give end users the motivation to adopt. We also argued that mass adoption also requires blockchain leaders and end users to gain blockchain literacies, as this helps them understand the platform’s value proposition, thus boosting their motivation to adopt. The job market demand for both soft and hard skills showed that the blockchain industry, at least in Australia, is aware of the need for a skills mix. Gaining and maintaining this skilled workforce may be what makes or breaks blockchain—whether adoption fizzes due to a lack of strategic management, usability and marketability, or whether it overcomes these challenges and becomes the mass-adopted institutional technology that many are hopeful of.
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